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Abstract 
While TRIZ is increasingly developing both in research and education, users always encounter difficulties in their attempts 
to practice it, especially for one of the most complicated inventive problem solving tools, the Su-Field analysis, which is 
used to analyze and improve the efficiency of a technical system. Generally, the process of using a Su-Field model to solve a 
specific inventive problem includes: building a Problem Model, mapping it to a Generic Problem Model, finding a Generic 
Solution Model based on the corresponding inventive standard and finally establishing and interpreting a Solution Model in 
real life. As one of the most important phases of the Su-Field analysis, the last step is normally implemented manually with 
the help of the pointers to physical effects, which link generic technical functions to specific applications and systems. The 
adequate pointer, compatible with the context of the specific problem, should be chosen to assist the users to instantiate the 
Solution Model. However, the pointers to physical effects and the specific problems are built at different levels of abstraction, 
so it is difficult for the users to choose among many eligible pointers to physical effects given a certain function. This 
paper proposes a heuristic method to use the pointers to physical effects based on ontology reasoning. The use of 
formal models, called ontologies, allows to formally define the concepts about the models and the effects and to apply logical 
reasoning on them. An inventive standards ontology and a physical effects ontology are firstly built to describe the process of 
Su- Field analysis, and then the logical reasoning rules are established according to a lexical dictionary, the analysis of the 
inventive standards and the physical effects. The lexical dictionary, based on WordNet, is built to improve the selection of 
the appropriate effect to apply. Finally, ontology reasoning is implemented to provide heuristic physical effects for the users. 
A case is used to show this heuristic process in detail. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ), various tools were built to facilitate 
the use of TRIZ in the resolution of inventive problems, such as the Contradiction Matrix and the 40 inventive 
principles. Su-Field analysis, as an important analytical tool of TRIZ, is used to model a technical problem and 
to improve the efficiency of a technical system. The basic idea of a Su-Field model is that any part of a technical 
system can be represented as a set of substance components and field interactions among these components 
[1]. The problem is indicated as an undesirable, insufficient, or missing interaction between two components. 
Obtaining a solution to the problem means that the given physical structure which contains the undesirable or 
missing interaction must be transformed into a structure in which the desired interaction is achieved. A system 
of seventy six Inventive Standards was proposed by G.S. Altshuller [2] to indicate which patterns are to be used 
to appropriately transform a given Su-Field model. 
In the survey of “Worldwide status of TRIZ perceptions and uses” implemented by Cavallucci in 2009 [3], two 
frequencies were obtained, that is, the frequency of TRIZ’s main components (most unknown) and the frequency 
of TRIZ’s main components (most often used), as shown in Fig 1. and Fig 2. According to these figures, we 
can observe that the pointers and the database of physical effects ranks highly in the list of the most unknown 
TRIZ components, and ranks lowly in the list of the most often used components. Compared with other TRIZ 
tools, most users do not know the pointers and effects and only use the pointers and effects occasionally when they 
deem it necessary. There are many reasons for this situation, the large number of physical effects and the 
description of the pointers at high level of abstraction. Our method is proposed to facilitate and automate the 
process of using pointers and effects, and it can also improve the available status of using pointers and effects to a 
certain extent. 
 
Fig. 1. Frequency of TRIZ’s main components: most unknown               Fig. 2. Frequency of TRIZ’s main components: most often used 
According to the classical TRIZ, the main process of Su-Field analysis and problem solving is shown in Fig 3. 
Firstly, a Problem Model is built and modified until a complete model is found. Then, two alternative 
structures “Useful” and “Effective” to a complete model are implemented through the use of knowledge-based 
tools, to stimulate the map between Problem Model to Generic Problem Model (GPM). According to the obtained 
Generic Problem Model, several Inventive Standards are selected to find Generic Solution Model (GSM). 
Two alternative structures “Effective” and “Simple” are set up to estimate the performance of the obtained 
Generic Solution Model. According to the specific problem, the Pointer to Physical Effect is chosen to reinforce 
Generic Solution Model. Finally, Solution Model is established and interpreted in the real world and the specific 
solution is returned to the user. 
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Fig. 3. The main process of Su-Field analysis and problem solving 
As one of the most important phases of Su-Field analysis — which is normally implemented manually with the 
help of the pointers to physical effects — consists in linking a generic technical functions with specific 
applications and systems, the pointers to physical effects that are compatible with the context of the specific 
problem should be chosen to complete the Su-Field model and assist the users to interpret the Solution Model in the 
real world. However, the pointers to physical effects and the specific problems are built at different levels of 
abstraction. It is therefore difficult for users to choose among too many eligible pointers to physical effects given 
a certain function while with a detailed context of the problem, it is possible that no pointer to a physical effect 
be returned. These were the works of Bultey et al [4]. 
In order to improve this process, this paper proposes a heuristic method for using the pointers to physical 
effects in Su-Field analysis. This method is based on the use of ontologies and ontology reasoning. 
Generally, an ontology is defined as a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [5]. It 
formulizes the knowledge as a set of concepts and their relations within a domain. The Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) [6] is designed to represent the information of an ontology. For instance, classes are created for 
concepts and properties for relations. Based on the ontology, implicit knowledge can be inferred from the given 
description of concepts and relations through ontology reasoning [7]. Ontology reasoning can be obtained by the use 
of reasoners, classifiers or inference engines that will reason with the help of logical rules. 
Firstly, an inventive standards ontology and a physical effects ontology are built to describe the process of Su-
Field analysis and a lexical dictionary to assist the matching between the pointers to physical effects and the specific 
problem. Then, reasoning rules are established according to the structure of the lexical dictionary and the 
relationships between the two ontologies. Finally, ontology reasoning is launched to find the heuristic pointers to 
physical effects for the users. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review about different 
ways to cope with similar problems in TRIZ, which proves the necessity of our research. In section 3, we 
present our proposal in detail, that is, the framework of our method, the ontologies in Su- Field analysis and the 
mechanism of ontology reasoning. In section 4, a case is used to show this heuristic process in detail. Finally, 
section 5 and section 6 present respectively some limits of our method and perspectives of future work. 
2. Literature Review 
In recent years, several different approaches were proposed to automate and facilitate the process of using 
TRIZ. In order to guide users without an appropriate educational background of TRIZ to analyze inventive 
problems, [8] proposed an original model and a dialogue-based software based on the logic of ARIZ (Algorithm 
for Inventive Problem Solving) and OTSM-TRIZ (General Theory of Powerful Thinking). In [9], an algorithm is 
explored based on dialectical negation by describing the critical tasks to be performed and the necessary 
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characteristics of the tools to be utilized to improve the ability to solve inventive problems. Te and Hsing [10] 
proposed to employ a fuzzy analytical hierarchy process as a decision support tool to automate inventive design, 
and Von WS et al [11] explored a cooperative multi- agent platform to support the invention process based on the 
patent document analysis and ontologies. 
In order to support and simulate the process of Su-Field Analysis, Bultey et al [4] proposed an ideal TRIZ 
reasoning environment based on ontologies. They established several ontologies and launched ontology 
reasoning based on Description Logics. In [12], Wu tried to integrate the Su-Field modelling process with an 
“extension of matter-element” to improve the efficiency and make use of extensibility of matter-element to 
exchange the description of design problems and solutions into creative fields. Sheu et al [13] proposed a method 
to automate the process of identifying relevant inventive standards for problem solving based on modelling the core 
of engineering problems. The model we are using in our proposal is very close to theirs; however, we propose 
another direction, because we focus more on the process of choosing the pointers to physical effect to instantiate 
the Solution Model for a specific problem. 
In a similar direction with our research, Sushkov [14] proposed an  approach to model physical knowledge in 
terms of generic components and integrated inventive standards and sharable physical effects based on 
ontology. Several kinds of invention software and databases were also explored. The CREAX Function 
database [15] organises a database of effects by function, and uses a web-based application to support the 
search of effects. As a result, the user obtains a list of compliant effects. However, most of the search options 
directly depend on human’s choices, such as the type of element (solid, liquid, gas and field). In our research, 
this type of search is obtained heuristically, based on the semantic relationships of the terms in a lexical 
dictionary. Invention Machine’s Goldfire [16], is a commercial software that links a given function search to a 
compliant list of sentences extracted in both selected websites and patents that seemingly fit the required search. 
The Invention Machine Scientific Effects tool helps to stimulate creative problem solving by browsing and 
searching the Invention Machine Scientific Effects database. Our research focuses on the heuristic process for 
providing related physical effects. 
As stated above, various existing approaches to choose physical effects are still completely or partly operated 
by TRIZ users, requiring a high expertise in TRIZ usage to appropriately manipulate these concepts. In order 
to facilitate this process, we postulate that a new method is required, aiming at obtaining better results while 
requiring less expertise to complete the tasks. 
3. Our Proposal: Assisting Users with a New Method Based on Ontology Reasoning 
In this section, firstly the framework of the heuristic method for using the pointers to physical effects is proposed, 
and then the ontologies in Su-Field analysis and the lexical dictionary based on WordNet are presented. Finally, 
the mechanism of ontology reasoning is elaborated in detail. 
3.1. Framework 
The framework of the heuristic method of using the pointers to physical effects in Su-Field analysis is given in 
Fig 4, which consists of a pre-process and a main process. The pre-process includes three steps. The technical 
aspects of each step are discussed in the following sections. 
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Fig. 4. Framework of the heuristic method of using the pointers to physical effects 
1- Establish the ontologies in Su-Field analysis, that is, the inventive standards ontology and the physical 
effects ontology, which are used to formalize the main concepts in the process; 
2- Construct a lexical dictionary; 
3- Search and label each pointer with the help of the lexical dictionary; 
4- Set up ontology reasoning rules. 
The main process with the results of the pre-processing is also made up of three steps: 
1- To solve a specific inventive problem, build firstly its Generic Problem Model, and then search the 
corresponding Generic Solution Model according to the 76 inventive standards; 
2- For the Generic Solution Model obtained in phase 1, choose the appropriate reasoning rules from the rule set, and 
implement ontology reasoning on the ontologies in Su-Field analysis to search for the heuristic pointers to 
physical effects; 
3- Use the heuristic pointers to physical effects to instantiate the Solution Model, and get the specific solution for 
the inventive problem. 
3.2. The ontologies in Su-Field analysis 
An ontology [17] is composed of concepts and relationships that are used to express knowledge about the 
modeled field. The main goal of ontologies is then to formally define the concepts in a certain domain and to allow 
logical reasoning on them with the help of logical rules that are managed and executed by a rule engine. 
Our ontologies described in OWL are several sets of axioms, which provide explicit logical assertions about 
three types of things, namely classes, individuals and properties. A common class definition is an assertion that a 
named class is equivalent to some (unnamed/ anonymous) class defined by an expression, and it contains 
individuals. There are two types of properties in OWL, Data property — a binary relation that links an individual 
to a piece of typed data, such as xsd:string, and Object property — a binary relation that links an individual to 
an individual [6]. 
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Fig. 5. Ontologies in Su-Field analysis 
As shown in Fig 5, there are mainly two ontologies, the inventive standards ontology and the physical effects 
ontology, and a lexical dictionary. 
1- Inventive standards ontology: Compared with an existing inventive standards ontology [4], we simplify 
the size of the ontology, which makes it much easier to connect with the physical effects ontology. As a 
result, the inventive standards ontology is established in the following hierarchy: 
A. Each Specific Problem corresponds to a Su-Field Model by the property refers to; 
B. There are two different sub-classes of Su-Field Model: Generic Problem Model and Generic 
Solution Model, which correspond to the states before and after using inventive standards respectively; 
C. Each Su-Field Model has one or more Substance and Field; 
D. The properties GPM_hasSubstance1 and GPM_hasSubstance2 are defined to describe the relationships 
between Generic Problem Model and Substance while GSM_hasSubstance1 and 
GSM_hasSubstance2 are defined to describe the relationships between Generic Solution Model and 
Substance; 
E. The property GPM_hasField is defined to depict the relationships between Generic Problem Model 
and Field, and GSM_hasField is defined to depict the relationships between Generic Solution 
Model and Field. 
2- Physical effects ontology: The pointers to physical effects are defined to represent the way to use them. 
According to the classification of the pointers to physical effects in [18, 19, 20], we divide the pointers into two 
kinds, that is, pointers to physical effects which act on a Substance and pointers to physical effects which act on 
a Field, each of which is classified into several subclasses of pointers related to technical functions on a certain 
object, Substance or Field. Each pointer is obtained on the basis of several physical effects, for example, the 
pointer “add gas” refers to the physical effects “Acoustic cavitation”, “Adsorption” and “Evaporation”. 
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A. The relationship between Generic Solution Model and Pointer to Physical Effect is described by the 
property chooses; 
B. There are two kinds of Pointer to Physical Effect, that is, PPE_Substance and PPE_Field, 
representing the pointer which acts on a Substance and the pointer which acts on a Field respectively; 
C. PPE_Substance is divided into seven more concrete classes, for example, PPE_S_ Separate 
represents Pointer to Physical Effect which separates a Substance; 
D. PPE_Field is also divided into 6 classes, similarly, PPE_F_Absorb depicts Pointer to Physical Effect 
which absorbs a Field; 
E. Pointer to Physical Effect is connected to the lexical dictionary by the property hasKeyword. 
3- Lexical dictionary: WordNet [21] is an electronic conceptual dictionary. It groups English words into sets of 
synonyms, namely, synset, and the sense of each concept is given by a word or a synset in the same contexts. A 
term can have several senses (that is, a term can belong to several different concepts), according to the context. 
WordNet is organized in a hierarchy among concepts, based on an "is-a" relationship. Sub-concepts of a certain 
concept are called "hyponyms" (as they are more specific than it) and super-concepts are called "hypernyms". 
Several other relationships among concepts appear in WordNet, such as "synonym" or "antonym". However, for 
our specific application, we use a reduced version of WordNet by considering, only, the "is-a" relationship, 
because of performance concerns. The non-ambiguous concepts we have retained are used to label and index the 
311 physical effects that appear in our effect base. 
Compared with other dictionaries, for instance, FrameNet [22] that has only 8900 entries, WordNet covers more 
senses and lemmas, about 207,000 senses for about 155,000 different words/lemmas (the base or dictionary form 
of a word) [23].  
 
Fig. 6. An example of the lexical dictionary 
The lexical dictionary is constructed in OWL and its description about the hierarchy of concepts makes it possible 
to implement ontology reasoning. For example, Fig 6. depicts the relationships “is-a” among the word “wine” and 
its hypernyms, for example, “liquid”. Fig 6. also describes how to find the heuristic pointer in terms of the lexical 
dictionary. Assuming that the Generic Solution Model of a Specific Problem has (hasSubstance1) the 
Substance “wine”, all its hypernyms are returned according to the lexical dictionary. From the current concept, 
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we go up in the hierarchy to return all the pointers referring to the hypernyms. For example, all the pointers to 
physical effects acting on “liquid” will be returned to the user because they can also act on “wine”. 
3.3. Ontology reasoning for finding the heuristic pointers to physical effects 
Ontology Reasoning Rules: We use the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [24], which is an expressive 
OWL-based rule language to write rules that can be expressed in terms of OWL concepts to provide more 
powerful deductive reasoning capabilities than OWL alone. A SWRL rule is an implication between an antecedent 
(body) and a consequent (head). The intended meaning can be read as: whenever the conditions specified in the 
antecedent hold, then the conditions specified in the consequent must also hold. Both the antecedent and 
consequent consist of zero or more atoms. Multiple atoms are treated as a conjunction: 
atom ^ atom Ăatom ^ atom                                  (1) 
An atom is an expression of the form 
p(arg1, arg2 … argn)                                            (2) 
where p is a predicate symbol and arg1, arg2 Ă argn are the terms or arguments of the expression. Atoms 
in these rules can be of the form C(x), P(x,y), sameAs(x,y) or differentFrom(x,y), where C is an OWL description, 
P is an OWL property, and x, y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. 
According to the ontologies in Su-Field analysis and the structure of the lexical dictionary, the rules are 
divided into two classes: the rules for the pointers to physical effects acting on a substance and those for the 
pointers to physical effects acting on a field, and both of them are returned to the user for a specific 
problem. Taking the pointers to physical effects acting on a substance as an example, the corresponding 
SWRL rules are set as follows: 
Substance(?x) ġGeneric_Solution_Model(?y) ġGSM_hasSubstance1(?y, ?x) ġWord(?z) 
ġS_hasDescription(?x, ?c) ġW_hasDescription(?z, ?d) ġswrlb:startsWith(?c, ?d) ġ
PPE_Substance(?b) ġPPE_hasKeyword(?b, ?z) ėGSM_chooses(?y, ?b) 
 
 
(3) 
Substance(?x) ġGeneric_Solution_Model(?y) ġGSM_hasSubstance1(?y, ?x) ġWord(?z) 
ġS_hasDescription(?x, ?c) ġW_hasDescription(?z, ?d) ġswrlb:startsWith(?c, ?d) ġ
Word(?a) ġsubsumes(?a, ?z) ġPPE_Substance(?b) ġPPE_hasKeyword(?b, ?a) ė
GSM_chooses(?y, ?b) 
 
 
 
(4) 
Substance(?x) ġGeneric_Solution_Model(?y) ġGSM_hasSubstance2(?y, ?x) ġWord(?z) 
ġS_hasDescription(?x, ?c) ġW_hasDescription(?z, ?d) ġswrlb:startsWith(?c, ?d) ġ
PPE_Substance(?b) ġPPE_hasKeyword(?b, ?z) ėGSM_chooses(?y, ?b) 
 
 
(5) 
Substance(?x) ġGeneric_Solution_Model(?y) ġGSM_hasSubstance2(?y, ?x) ġWord(?z) 
ġS_hasDescription(?x, ?c) ġW_hasDescription(?z, ?d) ġswrlb:startsWith(?c, ?d) ġ
Word(?a) ġsubsumes(?a, ?z) ġPPE_Substance(?b) ġPPE_hasKeyword(?b, ?a) ė
GSM_chooses(?y, ?b) 
 
 
 
(6) 
 
where GSM_hasSubstance1(?y, ?x) and GSM_hasSubstance2(?y, ?x) describe the relationships between 
Generic_Solution_Model and its two Substance respectively, Word(?z) means the variable ?z is a word in the 
lexical dictionary. S_hasDescription(?x, ?c)  and  W_hasDescription(?z, ?d) connect an individual to a String 
variable, to allow the comparison of two individuals of different types. Subsumes(?a, ?z) depicts the relationship of 
hypernym and hyponym between two concepts in the lexical dictionary. Both the rules and (4) refer to 
GSM_hasSubstance1(?y, ?x), however, rule (3) aims to search the pointers which have the relationships with 
Substance while rule (4) to search the pointers which have the relationships with the hypernyms of Substance. 
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Ontology Reasoning Engine: Jess [25] is a high-performance rule-based engine and scripting environment 
written entirely in Java. SWRLJessBridge [26] is used to translate ontologies and rules from the OWL and SWRL 
formats to the Jess format. 
As shown in Fig 7, the process to reason with the ontologies in Su-Field analysis includes four steps: 
1- Instantiate the ontologies in Su-Field analysis, and convert them into the Jess format using 
SWRLJessBridge; 
2- Reason with the rules using the Jess engine; 
3- Generate the asserted ontologies (the ontologies with the inferred results) in Jess format; 
4- Transfer the asserted ontologies from the Jess format to the OWL format. 
 
Fig. 7. The process of ontology reasoning 
4. The Case of “Water Pumping” 
A software prototype was developed in a Java 1.7.02 platform, WordNet 2.1, Protégé 3.4.3 and Jess 7.1p2 on a 
Windows environment to test this approach. The heuristic process is introduced in detail taking the case of “Water 
Pumping” as an example, which has also been solved by TRIZ experts. 
When water is pumped through a pipe, the gate or the valve blocks the water, and on the contrary the pumped 
water increases the pressure on the pipe. With this hydraulic impact spreading rapidly along the pipe, the shape of 
the pipe changes and it finally deteriorates. 
This problem is firstly formulated using a Su-Field model, usually manually. There are two substances, S1 is the 
water and S2 is the pipe. There is a mechanical field Fmec between S1 and S2. As shown in Fig (a), on the one 
hand, S2 has a useful effect on S1 – the pipe contains the water; on the other hand, S1 has a harmful effect on S2 – 
water destroys the pipe. 
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Fig. 8.The case of “Water Pumping” formulated in the Su-Field model 
To solve this problem, the inventive standard 1.2.2 can be chosen manually or using known algorithms by TRIZ 
users: 
“Standard 1.2.2: If there are useful and harmful effects between two substances and it is not required that these 
substances be closely adjacent to one another. Then, if it is forbidden or inconvenient to use a foreign substance, 
the problem is solved by introducing a third substance (modification of the existing substances) between these 
two substances. The modified substance can be introduced into the system from the outside as ready-made or it 
can be obtained from existing substances by using current fields. Specially, the modified substance may be void, 
some bubbles, foam, etc.” 
In this specific case, there are useful and harmful effects between “Water” and “Pipe”, that is, “Pipe contains 
Water” (useful) and “Water destroys Pipe” (harmful). In order to eliminate the harmful effect, a third substance can 
be brought in from the outside or from the modification of an existing substance. In this case, however, it is not 
appropriate to bring a new substance from the outside. As a result, “Water” and “Pipe” need to be modified by 
using the mechanical field. Assuming that the pipe cannot be modified, we need to modify the water, as depicted in 
Fig 8. (b). There are several kinds of water modifications, for example, some bubbles or gas in the water can 
increase its absorbing ability. 
In order to implement these modifications on “Water”, several pointers and physical effects need to be chosen. 
Generally, when using commercial software, TRIZ users need to manually select the pointers and the type of 
substance they want to modify for each search of physical effects. For example, they can choose the type “Liquid” 
for “Water” and the pointer “Evaporate”, and then obtain the corresponding physical effects. TRIZ users need 
to manually bridge the gap between the pointers and the specific problem, that is, they need to search physical 
effects several times by selecting different pairs of pointers and types of substances, such as “Evaporate Water” and 
“Produce Gas”. 
Our method begins with automatic matching between terms in the pointers and the specific problem based on 
the lexical dictionary, In this case, from the substances “Water”, “Bubble”, “Gas” and the field “Mechanical”, we 
obtain “Liquid”, “Gas” and “Mechanical”. Then according to the obtained terms, their related pointers are 
returned. For example, three kinds of pointers are obtained, that is, 8 pointers about liquid, 7 pointers about gas 
and 5 pointers about mechanical field. TRIZ users can easily locate the appropriate physical effects for a 
specific problem. In order to generate some bubbles or gas from the water, one of the pointers about gas 
(“produce a gaseous substance”) is selected and the corresponding physical effects can be obtained, for 
example, the physical effects “P3 – Acoustic cavitation”, “P4 – Acoustic vibrations” and “P9 – Adsorption”. 
As stated above, our method proposes an automatic matching between the terms in the pointers and the specific 
problem instead of requiring TRIZ users to select them manually, which facilitates the process of choosing physical 
effects. In comparison with the result of the manual work, the results of our method includes all possible pointers 
related to the specific problem, and it reduces the size and the time of search and is much easier for users to choose 
the proper ones from them. 
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5. Discussion 
As shown in the case of “Water Pumping”, several related pointers and physical effects at higher level of 
abstraction than the specific problem are obtained based on the semantic relationships among the terms in the lexical 
dictionary, which also bridges the gap between the specific application and the pointers to physical effects. 
However, there are still two limits. In order to solve various specific problems, the number and the content of 
the pointers and the physical effects need to change dynamically according to the development of all kinds of fields, 
for example, Visual Effects recently becoming accessible owing to the appearance of the affordable animation and 
compositing softwares. However, the lists of pointers and physical effects used in our research have been proposed 
several years ago, and they have not changed dynamically to meet the requirements of the resolution of new 
types of inventive problems. Obviously, the static lists of pointers and physical effects need be replaced by 
dynamic ones. The most useful tool is Internet, for example, as we can now search for the dynamic list of 
physical effects through Wikipedia, and the advanced technology of text mining, such as Decision Trees and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), makes it possible to dynamically extract the information of physical effects. 
The second problematic factor is WordNet, the semantic dictionary we use. Even though compared with other 
dictionaries, WordNet has the advantage of the size of its terms and the variety of its semantic relationships, it only 
depicts concepts and their relationships in general language, to be opposed to technical or specialized 
language. For example, the general concepts “water”, “liquid” and their hyponyms and hypernyms can be found 
in WordNet while a specialized notion, such as the “Reynold’s number”, does not appear in the dictionary. In 
order to avoid calculating the semantic relationship between two specialized concepts, an additional step needs 
to be added at the beginning of the whole process. The user will be guided to provide more information about 
the system at more abstract level through Q&A, which bridges the gap between the specific problem and the 
pointers and physical effects, and then the appropriate physical effects can be found based on the corresponding 
reasoning. 
6. Conclusion 
In order to facilitate the use of the pointers to physical effects in Su-Field analysis, this paper explores a heuristic 
method based on ontology reasoning. An inventive standards ontology and a physical effects ontology are firstly 
built to describe the process of Su-Field analysis and then reasoning rules are established according to a 
lexical dictionary based on WordNet, the analysis of the inventive standards and the physical effects. Finally, 
ontology reasoning is implemented to provide the heuristic physical effects for the users. 
Several directions should be considered for further research. As stated in section 5, our method cannot satisfy the 
requirement of some specialized problem because of the limit of the WordNet dictionary. The interaction with 
users will improve this problem to a certain extent. Until now the SWRL rules set in our research are carried out 
independently, through which the specific information for a case cannot be obtained. As a result, we intend to 
provide a communication platform with users thanks to the development of SWRL rules. The dynamic change of 
physical effects makes it more and more difficult to use the existing list of the pointers, and it is necessary to 
change the manner of representing and choosing physical effects. 
We intend to formalize the physical effects in a different way, that is, representing the physical effects in terms 
of the state before and after its application, which is similar with the Su-Field model and has a better 
performance. The use of inventive standard leads to ask several questions and also a goal, such as “Add a 
substance”, and the formulation of substance shows all the possible substances for users to choose, such as “Add 
gas”. Finally, the use of inference in ontology reasoning allows searching all the physical effects compatible with 
the available information of the specific problem. 
Consequently, in comparison of the classical “indexing” way used in the most commercial software, the 
formalization based on ontology provides conceptual resources for knowledge based system (KBS) and make it 
possible to automate the process of the resolution of inventive problem. It also permits the tracking of the 
different applications to study and compare them, and, in this way, the improvement of the whole methodology. 
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